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Abstract
Modern face recognition systems leverage datasets containing images of hundreds of thousands of individuals’ faces. Recently, there
has been significant public scrutiny into the privacy implications of
large-scale training datasets such as MS-Celeb-1M, as many people are uncomfortable with their face being used to train dual-use
technologies that can enable mass surveillance. However, the impact of an individual’s inclusion in training data on a derived system’s ability to recognize them has not previously been studied. In
this work, we audit ArcFace, a state-of-the-art, open-source face
recognition system, in a large-scale face identification experiment.
We find Rank-1 identification accuracy of 79.71% for individuals
present in training data and 75.73% for those not present. These results demonstrate that modern face recognition systems work better for individuals they are trained on, which has serious privacy
implications as all large-scale, open-source training datasets do not
gather informed consent from individuals during their collection.
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Introduction
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Evaluation Protocol: The experiments conducted in this work
follow the protocol of MegaFace Challenge 1, with our probe sets in
place of the FaceScrub test set [7]. We employ the Linux development kit offered by MegaFace to perform experiments. We evaluate
each probe set following Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Closed-set face identification evaluation
Result: Rank-1, 10 and 100 face identification accuracies for a
probe set.
r1 , r10 , r100 = 0;
gallery contains 1M distractor images;
for identityi in identities1 to 1000 do
for imagej in images1 to 50 do
add imagej to the gallery;
for imagek in images1 to 50 do
if imagej == imagek then
continue;
else
rank all images in gallery by L2 distance to
imagek ;
if imagej in first position in ranked list then
r1 = r1 + 1
if imagej in first 10 positions in ranked list then
r10 = r10 + 1
if imagej in first 100 positions in ranked list then
r100 = r100 + 1
remove imagej from gallery;
Rank-1Acc. = r1 /(1000 × 50 × 49);
Rank-10Acc. = r10 /(1000 × 50 × 49);
Rank-100Acc. = r100 /(1000 × 50 × 49);

Face Recognition (FR) systems using deep convolutional neural
networks (DCNNs) depend on the collection of large image datasets
containing thousands of sets of specific individuals’ faces for training. Using this data, DCNNs learn a set of parameters that can map
an arbitrary individual’s face to a feature representation that has
small intra-class and large inter-class variability. Computer vision
researchers have benefited from the enabling power of the Internet to collect large-scale image datasets, leading to great advances
in performance in the past five years. Consequently, FR systems
are now being integrated into consumer and industrial electronic
devices. However, along with improved performance has come increased public discourse on the ethics of face recognition systems 3 Results and Discussion
and their development. In this study, we investigate privacy in the We present results in Table 1. We find a modest increase in face
context of FR training data by assessing the impact of inclusion in identification accuracy for identities that are present in the training
the training data of a FR system on its ability to identify an individual. data, compared to identities the model were not trained on. This
relationship holds for Rank-1, 10 and 100 identification accuracies.
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Methodology

We frame this study as a closed-set face identification task. A
gallery of known identities is constructed from images of individuals in advance of testing. Then, a new image of one of the gallery
identities is presented to the system as the probe. The system attempts to match the probe with its identity in the gallery. All images
in the gallery are ranked by distance in feature space to the probe,
and the position of the correct identity in the ranked list is reported.
Face Recognition Model: We use the ArcFace model [1] in
this work, trained on a cleaned version of Microsoft’s MS-Celeb1M dataset (MS1M) [2], containing 5.2M images of 93,431 identities. The model achieves 99.83% verification accuracy on Labeled
Faces in the Wild [3] and 81.91% Rank-1 identification accuracy on
MegaFace Challenge 1 [4], considered state-of-the-art results. We
select this model for study as is the top academic, open-source entrant on the NIST Face Recognition Vendor Test1 , a government
benchmark used by many commercial entities to validate the performance of their FR systems.
Probe Data: We construct two probe datasets from the VGGFace2 dataset [5] by matching identities by name with MS1M.
We randomly select 1,000 identities present in both datasets as
the training probe set and 1,000 present only in VGGFace2 as the
novel probe set. For each identity, we randomly select 50 images
and perform face detection and alignment with the Multi-Task Cascaded Convolutional Network (MTCNN) [6] to generate 112 x 112
pixel face crops. We then generate 512D feature representations
for all images by running them through ArcFace.
Gallery Data: We leverage the MegaFace Challenge 1 “Distractor” dataset [4] of 1.0M images of 690,572 identities to form the
basis of the gallery. We again apply MTCNN to generate normalized face crops for each image and generate feature representations with ArcFace.
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Table 1: Face identification accuracy of ArcFace model on different
probe image sets with 1M distractor images.
Probe Set Rank-1 Rank-10 Rank-100
Training
Novel

79.71%
75.73%

90.82%
86.58%

92.72%
89.22%

These results are concerning from a privacy perspective. There
does not exist a major open-source FR dataset that gathers informed consent from the individuals it contains. As FR systems
become more powerful and ubiquitous and regulatory measures
are not enacted, the potential for misuse by governments or industry increases. While MS1M contains only “celebrity” identities, this
classification of an individual should not negate informed consent
requirements of data collection. By demonstrating the enhanced
performance of FR systems in tracking certain individuals, without
their knowledge, this work aims to inform best practices in the collection of large-scale FR datasets.
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